
@jaredwortleyfilms

Cinematic storytelling that moves and inspires



Our mission with every film is to create and 
deliver inspiring experiences through visual
storytelling. We seek clients who are dynamic and
passionate and see value in having a professional
film. We encourage clients to be expressive and
spontaneous while allowing a guided and focused
approach in bringing out the best film possible.

OUR MISSION



At Jared Wortley Films each wedding film is crafted and
priced to meet our clients individual needs.  From

wedding weekend soirees to single day events, let our
seasoned team guide you through the selection process

to discover the right fit for you.

WEDDING SELECTIONS



UP TO 5 HOURS PRE WEDDING DAY COVERAGE 

UP TO 10 HRS OF CONTINUOUS WEDDING DAY COVERAGE

ARTISTICALLY COMPOSED WEDDING FEATURE (12-15 MIN)

FULL CEREMONY EDIT

TOASTS EDIT

DOCUMENTARY EDIT OF WEDDING DAY

WEDDING TRAILER WITHIN ONE WEEK

DIGITAL DELIVERY WITH CUSTOM MENU

STANDARD PRODUCTION TURNAROUND (up to 3 months)

$8000K

THE WEDDING  WEEKEND
We love to see our clients turn their wedding into a multi day event. Plan a round of golf, a trip to the spa, a
mountain hike or pool side yoga.  This selection is ideal for the couple looking to create a vacation experience
with their guests the days leading up to the wedding.  



10 HOURS OF CONTINUOUS COVERAGE

ARTISTICALLY COMPOSED WEDDING FEATURE FILM (6-8 MIN)

FULL CEREMONY EDIT

TOASTS EDIT

WEDDING TRAILER WITHIN TWO WEEKS

            DIGITAL DELIVERY WITH CUSTOM MENU

 PRODUCTION TURNAROUND (3-6 MONTHS)

$4500k

PREMIUMTHE
Our most popular film selection for the client looking to capture 

bride and groom prep, the iconic first look, and all the happenings from the ceremony to the reception exit .

*add a rehearsal dinner the evening before for $1500



6 HOURS OF CONTINUOUS COVERAGE

5 MINUTE HIGHLIGHT OF ALL EVENTS

FULL CEREMONY EDIT

TOASTS EDIT

DIGITAL DELIVERY WITH CUSTOM MENU

PRODUCTION TURNAROUND (3-6 MONTHS)

$3500k

THE ESSENTIAL
This selection is popular for clients having a smaller more intimate wedding with less hours of coverage.
Designed to include a few prep shots, the ceremony and a majority of the reception .

*add a rehearsal dinner the evening before for $1500



In addition to our wedding films we also offer a variety of
options to complete the experience. Selections include

preshoots, rehearsal dinners and wedding trailers. 
See next page for additional details.

OPTIONSMORE



REHEARSAL DINNERS: A rehearsal dinner can be one of the most

celebrated pre wedding events. The ultimate goal here is to remember

the amazing food, your guests and most importantly any and all toasts

to the bride and groom. These shoots include 3 hours of coverage.

$1500

EXTRAS

PRESHOOTS: Designed to get the bride and groom shots on a

different date with optimal light. Session includes 90 minutes of

coverage with footage integrated into main highlight. $300

WEDDING TRAILERS: Showcase highlights of the wedding, photo

sessions and reception. Ideal for sharing with family and friends and

on social media. $200

PRODUCTION TURNAROUND 
Standard production time is 3 to 6 months

NEXT DAY $2000

ONE WEEK $1000

TWO WEEKS $750

ONE MONTH $500

OPTIONS FOR RAW FOOTAGE
DOCUMENTARY EDIT - includes all events in their entirety edited in a

seamless format. $1000

HARD DRIVE DELIVERY - includes all segments as they were shot in

single files. $500

ADDITIONAL HOURS OF COVERAGE
$250 per hour



All packages include complimentary travel to from Salt
Lake, Utah, Summit and Wasatch counties. For other
counties, travel fees may apply. Please inquire.

FEESTRAVEL



In order to book, a signed service agreement with a
$1000 retainer is required. Dates are held once

service agreement and retainer are received.  All
major credit cards and checks are accepted.

BOOKHOW  TO  



I was drawn into the film making process about 10 years
ago as I watched other artists create work I found
inspiring. The possibility of owning my own business
brought me excitement and I ventured in, learning
everything I could about the craft. I shoot weddings
because I enjoy being a part of capturing the moments in
peoples lives they want to remember.  

Each of my films are built with the goal of creating
emotional connection and I work purposefully to ensure
that.

I am blessed to have a beautiful family. The loves of my life
are my wife Ashley and our three children.  We live in Salt
Lake City, Utah but I am available to travel worldwide.

JAREDABOUT



PLEASE CALL 801.971.9120 OR EMAIL HELLO@JAREDWORTLEYFILMS.COM TO BOOK YOUR WEDDING

YOUTHANK

@jaredwortleyfilms


